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Tranformed robbery has always been considered as a hot theoretical and practical 
issue of which premise conditions ,subjective conditions as well as objective 
conditions are the focuses. This article tries to discuss those problems on the legal 
base of the tranformed robbery through analysing the traditional and foreign 
legislation, comparing transformed robbery with the essential robbery on the 
constitution. It is concluded that although transformed robbery has its particularity, it 
still has much in common with the essential one. Firstly, double offenses: the personal 
rights and private or public properties. Secondly, intentional illegal possession. 
Thirdly, violence or threatening with violence. Thus the judging standard should 
strictly be refered to that of essential robbery.  So amount limitation shouldn’t be 
taken into account in the premise conditions. But the minor crime of theft should be 
precluded. What’s more, the criminal who has given up the intention to illeagally 
possess the properties, in attempted and Suspended crime and crime in preparation 
should not be brought into the scope of premise conditions. Neither should the spcial 
crime of theft. While other crimes that conform with the constitution of theft or so 
should be selected into the premise conditions.  The objective aspect of ”on the spot”  
ought to be judged in connection with both time and space. On the premise of 
recognizing that it's the place where the crime of theft happened ,allow the reasonable 
and necessary expansion. As for the purpuse of crime, the standard should be that 
whether it is enough to prevent the victim from counterattch, instead of the substantial 
injury of the victim. In order to avoid deviation from the essential robbery and assure 
the legitimacy of penalty, when judging  the subjective condition, beside the illegal 
purpose of “harboring the stolen goods, resisting arrest , destroying criminal 
evidence”, the illegal possession should also be taken into account. 
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罗马尼亚现行《刑法典》第 211 条第 1 款，保加利亚 1951 年通过的《刑法典》
第 184 条第 3 款；巴西 1940 年颁布的刑法典第 157 条第 1 款”②；二是另设条款，
规定为“准强盗罪或事后强盗罪，并载明以强盗罪论处，如日本现行《刑法典》
第 283 条规定“在窃得财物后，为拒绝交还或避免逮捕或毁灭罪证，而使用暴力
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